
How to revise content for 
GCSE History…

CONTENT = the information / subject knowledge in each unit.  
It’s the info you need when we say ‘link to the topic of the 

question’.



How can I manage the huge amount of 
content needed for the three units?
• ORGANISE it!

- go back to the spec / topic lists to be sure you are focusing on 
relevant info.  Prioritise your key areas to focus on.

- for each area, can you…

DESCRIBE IT? EXPLAIN IT? EVALUATE IT?

Give a range of 
INFORMATION.  Consider the 

5 Ws.  Focus on having 
enough info for a 5 mark 

describe question.

Give REASONS to say WHY 
this happened / was 
important / changed.

Make JUDGEMENTS – how 
important is it?  Does this 

show change or continuity?  
What does it link to?  What 

are the consequences?



HOW do I follow a 
Describe it / Explain it / 
Evaluate it approach?



Revision / flash cards



Mind maps



Use mind 
maps not 

just for info, 
but to pre-

plan 
judgements 

and links 
ready for the 

high mark 
questions.



Timelines
Timelines are 

excellent revision 
resources for 
chronological 

overview and to see 
how events build up 

to a key point.  

You can also show 
the impact events 

had and add 
judgements for key 

events. 





Website resources, via the Year 11 blog…

Content based revision resources will be uploaded on a regular basis to 
the History revision area of the Year 11 Blog – these will be linked 
through Southam College social media so you know when there is 

something new.

Resources will include – general overviews, Friends and Family quizzes, 
Story so far sheets, Overview / change grids, etc…etc…etc….
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